
 

 

TenKod and TestObject Collaborate to Enable Automated Mobile App 
Testing In The Cloud 
 
Partnership facilitates mobile test automation and continuous integration with 
cloud-based real mobile devices 
   
HAIFA, BERLIN, February 02, 2015 – TenKod, the leader in automated mobile app 
testing solutions, partners with the device lab provider TestObject from Germany. The 
goal of the collaboration is to provide end-to-end mobile test automation on real mobile 
devices. Combining the services of TestObject and TenKod will allow users to perform 
robust test execution on real iOS and Android devices remotely in the cloud.  
 
With TenKod’s product, EZ TestApp, users can create highly robust automated tests for 
iOS-, Android- and mobile Web-Apps. TestObject provides customers with cloud based 
mobile devices for both manual and automated testing. The partnership allows clients to 
run EZ TestApp projects on the TestObject platform.  
 
The complementary nature of the two services led to the cooperation as TestObject 
CEO Hannes Lenke says. “TenKod has a truly innovative approach that absolutely 
convinced us. The robustness of the tests as well as the ease of use stands for itself!”. 
He goes on, ”We see an increasing demand for a solid automation solution and with 
TenKod our customers can benefit from an out-of-the-box service at a fraction of the 
costs compared to other tools.” 
 
Also TenKod CEO Asaf Saar underlines the mutual benefits of the cooperation: “With 
TestObject, we will advance EZ TestApp’s unique offering into the cloud, elevating both 
companies.” Saar adds, “With TestObject’s leading position we now provide mobile app 
testing and continuous integration capabilities on real mobile devices in the cloud. This 
will help our customers to increase test coverage and reduce their costs for hardware 
infrastructure significantly.” 
 
The partnership of TenKod and TestObject represents a mutual goal between the two 
companies. Both managers have agreed that working together will bring their 
companies closer to achieving publicly available mobile test automation services that 
are highly advanced yet very simple to use. 
 

### 
 
About TenKod Ltd.: 
Founded in 2013, the goal of TenKod is to simplify the complexities found in the mobile 
application testing processes, specifically in the continuous integration development and 
testing landscapes of the mobile applications arena. 
 



 

 

TenKod is the top vendor in mobile test automation solutions and boasts innovative 
technology, an enviable development plan, creative minds and strong leadership. It’s 
flagship product EZ TestApp has made a name for itself as the ultimate solution for 
mobile applications testing. 
 
Contact Information: 
Ofer Erez 
TenKod Ltd. 
ofer.erez@tenkod.com  
+ 972 (0)54 2277204 
http://www.tenkod.com 
 
About TestObject GmbH:  
 
Everyone hates bugs! That’s why TestObject - an in the cloud all-you-need testing tool - 
was founded in 2012. App quality has a major impact on your apps’ success but 
massive fragmentation of operating systems and mobile devices makes it hard for 
developers to test and guarantee the functionality of apps under different conditions. 
This is where TestObject comes to play. The Berlin-based company provides a cloud 
platform with numerous real Android and iOS devices, accessible directly from your 
browser. Developers can upload their apps onto devices and see if and how they work. 
Along with the devices TestObject provides several testing tools to check the app 
functionality from all angles. Test more, worry less! 
 
Contact Information: 
Timo Euteneuer 
TestObject GmbH 
timo@testobject.com 
+49 (0) 3302 2097320 
https://testobject.com 
 
 


